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5U M MARY OF RECOM M EN DATIONS

Oushadhi currently is a manufacturer and distributor of ayurvedic medicines (ethicals or prescription

medicines) with some attempts to foray into Over the Counter (OTC) medicines and consumer packaged

goods. Our analysis concludes that Oushadhi, in order to achieve its Vision of business goal of Rs. 500

crores in nexl 5 years need to go beyond distributing the Ayurvedic drugs in the existing manner.

Analysis also suggest that severalgrowth options to bridge the starte8ic planninB gap (difference between
the expected growth with current business capabilities and envisioned growth) are available,

On the basis of €xtensive analysis of market data and systematic assessment of internal capabilities,
following marketing and distribtion recommendations are detailed in this report to help achive business
goals of Rs. 500 crores:

1. On the basis of an analysis of growth options available, we suggest that Oushadhi significantly
enhances its distribution through non-exclusive retail outlets both within and outside Kerala. We

recommend the priority markets as Kerala, Madhya Pradesh and Himachal Pradesh followed by

Uttarakhand, Odisha and Punjab.

2. As the growth of the over the counter (OTC) and consumer & personal goods (Cpc) amongst
herbal and ayurvedic segment is significantly higher, we suggest that Oushadhi should focus on
manufacturing, marketing and distribution of a few OTC and CPG products. lt can either market
these products through other consumer product firms or set up its own marketing organization.

3. Since it is imperative for Oushadhi to strengthen its OTC and CPG markets, we recommend lhat
Oushadhi builds brands for atleast two products to begin with under Oushadi family brand: one
product in consumer health and another in beauty in personal care across Kerala. Further, we
recommend that these two products follow an umbrella branding architecture by promoting

Oushadhi as a brand. In the existing setup, Oushadhi is promoting each of the products rather

than at a family brand level (for example, hair tone is promoted as a product by Oushadhi). This

would also have signiflcant spill-over effects in medium to long term.
4. lfOushadhi significantly augments its promotion forOTCand CPG products, we recommend that

Oushadhi starts distributing its products amongst modern grocery formats. This would help in

leveraging the benefits of significantly promoting the products especially in the OTC and CPG

products.
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